To celebrate Supra’s first time in NASCAR, the Xfinity Series honored Toyota by selecting the 2020 GR Supra to be its Official Pace Car for the 2019 season. The 2020 GR Supra Pace Car features the same 3.0-liter, turbocharged inline six-cylinder engine produces 335 horsepower and 365 lb-ft torque, transferred to the tarmac by way of an 8-speed transmission. Sprayed in a deep red hue called Renaissance Red 2.0 and adorned with pace car livery, the pace car was equipped with a Whelen LED light bar mounted atop the roof with flashing LEDs in the bumpers to provide visual markers to help drivers identify the pace car during starts, restarts and cautions. Toyota lowered the car and upgraded the brake pads to a more aggressive compound. A set of 19-inch HRE Forged P101SC Monoblok wheels equipped with Goodyear Eagle F1 Asymmetric 3 tires add a personalized touch to the Pace Car’s appearance.

**ENGINE:** 2,998cc DOHC 24-valve In-line 6-cylinder Engine, Twin-Scroll Single-Turbocharger  
**BRAKES:** Project MU Brake Pads (Front and Rear)  
**WHEELS:** HRE Forged P101SC Monoblok Wheels, 19-inch  
**TIRES:** Goodyear Eagle F1 Asymmetric 3 Tires, 285/30R19  
**SUSPENSION:** TEIN Custom Coil-over Suspension  
**LIGHTS:** Whelen Light Bar and Strobe Lights